
28 DAYS LATER THE MOVIE

28 Days Later is a British post-apocalyptic horror film directed by Danny Boyle, written by It was followed by a sequel, 28
Weeks Later, a graphic novel titled 28 Days Later: The Aftermath, which expands on the timeline of the.

Jim returns to the abandoned military blockade and sounds the siren to lure Major West and the soldier Davis
out to the blockade to investigate the disturbance. The next day, the group resume their journey in Frank's taxi,
and reach the forty-second blockade to find Manchester burning and destroyed and the blockade ruined and
abandoned with no signs that the military there who sent the radio broadcast are still alive. Christopher Dunne
and Emma Hitching appear as Jim's parents. The section depicted in the film was filmed at Milton Keynes ,
nowhere near Manchester. A trio of animal rights activists break into the laboratory where the chimps are
being held to collect evidence of the inhumane experimentation, capturing a local scientist at the lab in the
process. Back at the mansion, the soldiers begin aggressively preparing a captive Selena and Hannah for rape
the following night by forcing them into red dresses to appease them, though Selena manages to give Hannah
sleeping pills to make the experience less traumatic for her. The following night, Major West and the soldiers
hold a dinner with the three survivors, where the soldiers discuss their differing views on the state of normality
and whether or not they will ever see normality again in the aftermath of the Rage outbreak and whether or not
the post-outbreak world is any different to the state of normality. The infection takes hold of its victims so
rapidly that it would have been impossible for any infected to escape the British Isles, leading the rest of
Europe and perhaps the world to impose a strict quarantine on the British Isles. Jim goes to Major West about
what's going on, and West shows Jim around the mansion and introduces him to several of the soldiers -
including the nerdy, wimpy cook Jones ; and Mailer , a soldier who was infected and is being kept chained up
in the mansion's courtyard for study. When the activists intend to free the chimps, the panicked scientist tries
to warn the animal activists that the chimps are infected with a highly contagious virus he calls Rage , which is
very dangerous and can be transmitted through just one bite. The group afterwards resume the drive across the
country, until eventually they stop at an old castle ruin in the countryside for rest, and Selena has begun to
soften up and admit her ruthless, steely resolve was wrong, while Jim begins to toughen up from his
experiences. Selena's steely resolve begins to soften, while Jim's experiences on the trip begin to toughen him
up. Raising her machete, she hesitates before striking; he quips, "That was longer than a heartbeat," and the
two kiss passionately. Many rooms in the house, including the Cipriani -painted music room and the main hall,
were filmed with minimal set decoration. Twenty-eight days later, a man named Jim wakes up from a coma in
an empty hospital. However, Christopher Eccleston and Brendan Gleeson were well-known character actors.
Major West confronts Jim about who he has killed since the outbreak to have survived, and Jim regretfully
admits to killing the infected child at the burger shack. They see Christmas lights blinking in a high-rise
tenement and go to check it out. Jim finds people alive but odd-seeming in the church, including a priest who
seems to be spasming and unintelligent and tries to attack Jim. They reveal that while Jim was comatose, the
virus spread uncontrollably among the populace, turning most people into vicious murderers "the Infected"
and resulting in societal collapse, possibly on a global scale. When Jim refuses to join Major West because of
what it means for Selena and Hannah, West has Jim locked up in the cellar for execution in the morning, along
with Sergeant Farrell who disagreed with Major West's plans for the women and tried to help them escape.
The soldiers subsequently take Jim, Selena and Hannah through the nearby woods to their base at a secluded
mansion which they have fortified against the infected. However, just after, when Selena notices Mark is
injured and likely infected, she immediately hacks him to death with her machete and sets about leaving and
heading back out into the city with Jim. Will you send a helicopter? While Hannah evades the infected Clifton,
Jim tracks Selena and Mitchell down as Mitchell locks Selena and himself in a room from the infected. As
Hannah goes into shock, Selena and Jim reach out to each other romantically. When they realize that a horde
of infected are on their way, they frantically change the tire and race out. A critical and commercial success,
the film is widely recognized for revitalizing the zombie genre and introducing fast zombies. However, the
activists ignore the scientist's warnings and release one of the chimps, which attacks and bites an activist
before one of the others kills it. On the other side, they find an abandoned store and stock up on provisions.
Selena asks to be left alone briefly with Hannah to prepare her. Just as Jim is about to kill the infected Frank,
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surviving soldiers suddenly arrive and shoot and kill the infected Frank as the remaining three survivors watch
in shock and grief. During the initial marketing of the film Boyle did try to distance the film from such labels.
He discovers that his parents committed suicide. The synopsis below may give away important plot points.
They then hear the sounds of approaching infected and race up the remainder of the stairs where a man in
police riot gear directs them to his apartment and fends off the infected. He observes the contrails of a jet
aircraft flying high overhead and realizes that someone in the outside world is still functioning. Jim then
leaves the hospital and heads out into Central London , finding the city is completely devoid of human life and
rife with signs of a massive catastrophe - including a discarded newspaper that indicates Britain has endured a
mass exodus, and a huge bulletin board covered with thousands of missing persons notices. They are saved by
another survivor, Frank , who fights off and kills the infected and leads Jim and Selena into the sanctuary of
his flat, where the lights were coming from and where Frank and his daughter Hannah are holed up. Jim soon
finds and enters a church which has been used as a mass grave and his filled with corpses.


